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Education

Accelerated 
Online

Behind every successful learner is a great educator.
Behind every great educator is an exceptional leader.

Master of Education

Graduate Certificate of Education: Leading Education

This brochure contains information on: 
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There is where  
you are  
right now,  
and there is  
where you want  
to get to.  
In between  
you need a bridge. 
ECU is that  
bridge  
between your world, 
and the  
whole world. 

Become  
World Ready
at ECU. 
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ECU is committed to reconciliation and recognises and respects the significance of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ communities, cultures and histories. ECU acknowledges and 
respects the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, as the traditional custodians of the land. 
ECU acknowledges and respects its continuing association with Nyoongar people, the traditional 
custodians of the land upon which its campuses stand.
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Why study your postgraduate degree 
with ECU Accelerated Online?

Teaching quality

Your learning experience will be of the highest 
quality, as you’ll learn from experienced, passionate 
academics who are experts in their field. From our 
beginnings in 1902 as Claremont Teachers’ College,  
we have been at the forefront of teacher education  
for over 100 years.

Accessible

Our learning environment has been designed so you 
can study in a way that suits you. You can study in 
small, bite-sized blocks, and your course unit learning 
material is accessible at all times. The online learning 
experience has also been designed so that it is 
intuitive and easy for you to use.

Connected

Never feel alone while studying online. The course 
has been designed to encourage connection and 
discussion with fellow students, learning facilitators and 
course coordinators in the easy-to-use online learning 
environment. You can use discussion boards, chat and 
video to connect and collaborate with your peers.

Be supported

You will receive a dedicated one-on-one Student 
Success Advisor who will be available via phone or 
email to assist with all non-academic questions. They 
will motivate you, help you reach your study goals  
and keep you on track to succeed.

Accelerated

With six study periods a year, you can start at any time 
and complete up to six units of study in one year. This 
means you can complete your Master of Education 
in as little as 16 months, graduating sooner than with 
traditional part-time study options.

Grow your network

ECU has a large professional teacher and education 
network, putting you in good company to connect, 
collaborate and network with experienced and 
passionate peers globally. 
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Accelerated 
and 100% Online

ECU Accelerated Online 
empowers you to fit study 
around your life and 
graduate sooner than 
traditional part-time 
study. Delivered 100% 
online and with six study 
periods a year, you could 
complete the Master of 
Education in as little as  
16 months WHILE continuing
to work full-time.

Designed to be intuitive 
and user-friendly, you’ll 
experience the same 
quality of education and 
learning outcomes, as well 
as the connection with 
your fellow students and 
academics that you would 
if studying on-campus.
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At ECU Accelerated Online, you have the choice to study:

} Eight units of study  
(four core units + four specialty units)

Four specialty units

• Leading Education in a Global Context 

• Assessment in Education: Policies, 

Pedagogy and Equity 

• Inquiry Based Practice 

• Advanced Seminar

• Leading Education in a Global Context 

• Assessment in Education: Policies, 

Pedagogy and Equity 

• Inquiry Based Practice 

• Advanced Seminar

• Leading Early Childhood Pedagogy 

and Practice 

• Leading Family and Community in 

the Early Years 

• Contemporary Issues in Early 

Childhood Education 

• Language and Literacy in Early 

Childhood

• Leading Under Challenging  

Circumstances 

• Leading for Improvement 

• Leading Staff 

• Leading Community Engagement 

Course structure

Early Childhood  
Education units:

Leading Education 
Units:

Core units
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Core units

specialty units specialty units

Have questions?
Book a quick 15-minute chat with a Student Enrolment Advisor

Schedule a call

Master of Education  
(Early Childhood Education) 

Master of Education  
(Leading Education)

Graduate Certificate of 
Education: Leading Education

https://live.vcita.com/site/5k1jt1f9uww5rd33/online-scheduling?service=28yfe2nmqtp9l21x&s=brochure
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For early childhood educators who want to  
guide education in the earliest years of life for  
all children—no matter who or where they are.

The Master of Education (Early Childhood Education) is for existing teachers, educators, directors and  
team leaders who wish to develop their skills and lead the way in pedagogy, policy and practice in early 
childhood education.

This course will foster your motivation for excellence in early childhood education by challenging you to  
re-conceptualise and deepen your knowledge of effective leadership, pedagogy and practice in a range of 
early childhood educational settings. It will also provide you with the opportunity to reflect critically on the latest 
research, policy and theories and how they influence your practice as an early childhood education leader from 
both pedagogical and sociological perspectives.

Upon graduation, you will be seen as an expert in early childhood education and will be ready to lead with 
confidence in various early childhood educational settings.

Master of Education  
(Early Childhood Education)

The key themes covered in this course include: 

Research and 
practice

Understand, critique and apply the latest research 
and strategies in early childhood education to 
improve your practice and ensure better outcomes 
for children.

Global  
perspective 

Develop a global perspective of early childhood 
education and its impact on curriculum, education 
systems, community and leadership across Australia 
and in local contexts. 

Leadership 

Be an advocate for early childhood education 
through effective leadership. Apply strategies across 
pedagogical practices and programs to instigate 
change for the benefit of children, students and  
the community. 

Language and 
literacy

Explore evidence-based research on teaching and 
learning language and literacy in contemporary early 
childhood contexts.
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For leaders who want to empower staff to excel,  
students to shine and organisations to thrive.

The Master of Education (Leading Education), is for current and future school leaders who want to further develop 
their skills, drive continuous improvement in complex environments and create positive outcomes for their students, 
their organisation and their communities.

This course will instil in you the confidence to lead to enhance the effectiveness of your organisation, and  
increase engagement with your school community, in times of unprecedented change and a climate of  
increased public accountability. 

Master of Education  
(Leading Education)

The key themes covered in this course include:

Research and 
practice

Understand, critique and apply the latest research and 
strategies to improve your practice and ensure better 
outcomes for students and your organisation.

Global  
perspective 

Develop a global perspective of education and 
its impact on curriculum, educational systems and 
leadership across Australia and in local contexts.

Lead students, staff 
and organisations

Become an advocate of education through effective 
leadership. Apply strategies across pedagogical 
practices, policies and organisational performance to 
instigate change which benefits students and  
your organisation.

Engage  
communities 

Learn to lead in complex environments and develop 
strategies for the improvement of students, staff and 
the community. 
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For current and future school leaders who want to hone 
their leadership skills and create positive outcomes for 
their students, their organisation and their communities.

After completing the four units in this certificate, you will be empowered to lead in complex environments and 
drive improvement in your organisation. You can also continue your studies and gain a Master of Education by 
completing four additional core units.

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION:  
Leading Education

QUALIFY AS YOU GO:

You can complete your Graduate Certificate of Education: Leading Education and then choose to continue 
your studies to obtain a Master of Education (Leading Education). 

Leading Education units

months (minimum)

Core Units

months (minimum)

4
8

+4
16

Graduate Certificate 
of Education:  
Leading Education

Master of Education 
(Leading Education)
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Dr Pauline Roberts 
Academic Coordinator
Master of Education

Course Coordinator
Graduate Certificate of Education

Dr Pauline Roberts is a Senior Lecturer in Early Childhood studies at 
Edith Cowan University (ECU) in Perth, WA. She has taught across the 
education sector in Early Childhood and Primary and Tertiary settings 
in a range of curriculum and content areas. Dr Roberts’ doctoral 
research centred on the use of an ePortfolio to scaffold reflection  
in pre-service teachers, which remains an ongoing area of interest  
and research. 

In her current roles at ECU, Dr Roberts is engaged in employability  
and leadership across undergraduate and postgraduate courses.  
Dr Roberts is still encouraging pre-service and in-service teachers to 
expand what they know, and to articulate and apply knowledge to 
advocating for children and their families in whatever context they 
may be working.

Dr Michelle Striepe
Course Coordinator
Graduate Certificate of Education:  
Leading Education

Master of Education (Leading Education)

Dr Michelle Striepe is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Education  
at ECU. Dr Striepe has extensive experience working in primary  
and secondary education. Her teaching experience has been  
set in various international contexts, including New Zealand,  
Japan and the United States. These international teaching 
experiences led Dr Striepe to complete her MEd and EdD which 
focused on educational leadership. Her MEd thesis focused on  
how teachers in Denmark, Norway and the United States  
understand the concept of teacher leadership. Her EdD focused  
on how faith-based school management teams understand the 
concept of educational leadership.

Currently, Dr Striepe teaches various educational leadership units 
at postgraduate level at ECU. She also coordinates the Graduate 
Certificate - Leading Education. Her past research has concentrated 
on teacher leadership, faith-based leadership, and investigating the 
connections between leadership and context. Dr Striepe’s research 
interests also include how visual data collection methods, specifically 
concept mapping, can add a further dimension to educational 
leadership research. Currently, Dr Striepe is the chief investigator for 
an international comparative project that is examining school leaders’ 
experiences of the COVID-19 crisis. 

Meet your  
Course Coordinator
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Education that enriches society
Edith Cowan University is a young and progressive university with a strong 
reputation for excellence in teaching. We have been rated the maximum of five 
stars for teaching quality by our graduates for 15 years in a row. The record is only 
matched by one other public university in Australia.

We have also been ranked the top public university in Australia for teaching quality 
in the QILT (Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching) survey for six years in a 
row. Our reputation for teaching quality and student experience has been built 
on the productive relationships we have with our students and with industry, 
government, communities and our alumni, sharing knowledge for the benefit of all. 

We were established as a university in 1991, with students studying  
on-campus, online and now in our new accelerated model of study:  
ECU Accelerated Online.

Today, we have more than 30,000 undergraduate and postgraduate students  
and close to 6,000 of our students are studying online in some capacity.

About Edith Cowan University 
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Our heritage and values 

ECU is named after Edith 
Dircksey Cowan, the first 
woman to be elected to AN 
Australian Parliament. Her 
life was dedicated to the 
belief that education is 
the key to growth, change 
and improvement in society. 
This drives our purpose to 
transform lives and enrich 
society through education  
and research. 

Everything we do at  
ECU is underpinned  
by our values of: 

• Integrity—being ethical, 
honest and fair

• Respect—considering the 
opinions and values of others

• Rational inquiry—motivated by 
evidence and reasoning

• Personal excellence—
demonstrating the highest 
personal and professional 
standards.
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Everyone learns in different ways

It can take trial and error to find the best study method that works for you. Perhaps you’ll learn more effectively if 
you break up your study into bite-sized chunks rather than long blocks. Also, you can schedule your study during 
the times that are best for your brain, whether that’s early in the morning or in the evening.

Tips for study 

Prepare and  
plan ahead

Planning ahead is a must, especially during busy 
weeks. A physical planner can help you to see 
everything at a glance. To start your studies as 
prepared as possible, it is useful to bookmark 
important resources and download your e-texts,  
web resources, and notebooks in advance.

Tell your friends 
and family 

Inform your friends and family of your commitment to 
study. When you’ve told others of your goals, not only 
will it help you stick to them, but it will also help you 
to say “no” to the occasional social engagement, if 
necessary, to complete an assessment.

Take time out when 
you need it

Research suggests that regular breaks while studying 
could be the key to creativity and learning new 
things. Having downtime when you’re balancing many 
commitments is important because it can help you 
stay focused when you are studying. Whether it’s a 
walk, a chat with a friend or some exercise, take time 
out when you can to reset and recharge.

Reach out to your
Student Success 
Advisor

You can reach out to your dedicated Student Success 
Advisor with questions or concerns. Having regular 
contact with your Success Advisor can help with 
motivation. If you ever have a question they can’t 
answer, they’ll find the best person to help you.
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Student Success 
Advisor
Your Student Success Advisor 
offers non-academic support 
during your study.
 
Just before you begin your course, one of our Student 
Success Advisors will be in touch with you via phone, 
chat or email. They will help plan your study schedule 
and give you advice while you’re studying.

We spoke to Chirag, one of our Student Success Advisors,  
to learn more about their role.

What does a 
Student Success 
Advisor do?

My role as a Student Success 
Advisor is to guide a student 
from their first orientation 
week right through to 
graduation. If a student has 
non-academic enquiries, 
they come to me! If they have 
questions about how to use 

Chirag
Student Success Advisor

the online learning platform, 
which units they need to enrol 
in next or how to keep track 
of their assessments, I am 
here to help.

What kind of 
challenges do 
students face 
and how do you 
help them?

I think a desire to really 
help people is essential. 
Students start their course 
with a goal and a certain 
level of motivation, but this 
fluctuates as they juggle 
life’s responsibilities and their 
studies. You need to be able 
to assist students in a variety 
of situations and calmly 
advise them while keeping the 
student’s best interest in mind.

Do you find your 
role rewarding?

Absolutely! Seeing students 
grow in confidence and enjoy 
their studies is a fantastic 
experience. Juggling 
postgraduate education 
with work and life can be 
difficult, so being able to 
assist students if they are 

struggling with motivation or 
balancing their commitments 
is important. Seeing them 
succeed even after they have 
encountered challenges is a 
great feeling!

What advice 
do you have to 
students at the 
start of their 
postgraduate 
journey with 
ECU Accelerated 
Online?

Make the most of every 
study period - especially 
Orientation week! It’s 
important to use that time 
well so that you can hit the 
ground running in Week 1. 
And always feel free to ask 
for support at any stage 
during your postgraduate 
study journey - from unit 
coordinators, to fellow 
students, to your Student 
Success Advisor, we all  
want to help you achieve 
your goals!
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FEE-HELP

The government loan scheme that applies to most postgraduate courses is known as FEE-HELP. Australian 
citizens and holders of a Permanent Humanitarian visa who are residing within Australia are eligible to access 
FEE-HELP. Using this program, you can borrow enough money from the Commonwealth Government to cover 
your course fees. Once your income reaches a certain level, you will pay the loan back via the tax system. For 
more information on fees and the FEE-HELP loan, call us on 1300 707 760.

Fees and  
financial assistance 

Course name Total cost  
per course*

 Master of Education (Early Childhood Education) $21,050

Master of Education (Leading Education) $21,050

Graduate Certificate of Education: Leading Education $10,525

*2023 student fees are shown and are subject to change.

Have questions?
Book a quick 15-minute chat with a Student Enrolment Advisor

Schedule a call

https://live.vcita.com/site/5k1jt1f9uww5rd33/online-scheduling?service=28yfe2nmqtp9l21x&s=brochure
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Course admission 
requirements 

• To gain entry into the Master of Education, you 
will have a Bachelor of Education or a Bachelor 
level degree in any other field plus a Graduate 
Diploma of Education or Master of Teaching. 
You are required to have 2 years experience 
in educational setting or organisation, with 
equivalents considered. You will also be required 
to meet English Language Requirements (Band 4).

Special entry

• Special entry may be considered for students  
with a Bachelor level degree in another area or 
a three-year trained teacher, both supported by 
extensive professional experience.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

https://www.ecu.edu.au/future-students/course-entry/english-proficiency-bands
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Leading Education 
in a Global Context 

Unit code: EDU6330
Unit coordinator: Dr Christine Cunningham

Unit description
 
This unit examines the issue of globalisation and its impact on education, 
systems and leaders. Educators should develop an understanding of the 
broader international context as its impacts are evident in the pressures and 
demands at local, state and national levels, with subsequent ramifications 
for educational institutions. The complexity of the inter-related connections 
between globalisation and changes in education at the local, national and
international levels comprise the hub of this unit.

Unit content

• Module one—Globalisation: the Big Picture Context; Globalisation and  
its impact on Australian and international education communities.

• Module two—Educational discourses about global and nation-state 
education imperatives.

• Module three—Comparative Education Discourses; Future Global Trends  
in Education.

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Explain the impact of globalisation on Australian and  
international communities.

• Critically discuss the economic impacts of globalisation.
• Analyse the impact of globalisation on education.
• Design and develop future scenarios for education.
• Critique common educational strategies and practices in the field in light 

of current evidence-based research.
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Assessment in
Education: Policies,
Pedagogy and Equity  

Unit code: EDU6340
Unit coordinator: Dr Kirsten Lambert

Unit description
 
This unit explores contemporary issues associated with assessment relevant 
to all phases of education and learning areas. It critically explores current 
assessment policies, frameworks and established practices from global, 
national, state and local perspectives. It also introduces theoretical 
perspectives and research from a range of scholars that provides a basis  
for challenging thinking about issues of learning and assessment.

Unit content

• The national and local impact of global assessment frameworks.
• Assessment for learning.
• Authentic assessment.
• Formative, summative and high stakes assessment.
• Formal and informal feedback from assessment.
• Grading and moderation processes.
• Digital assessment and online marking systems.

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Demonstrate knowledge of and critically examine the intended and 
unintended consequences of assessment practices for students, teachers 
and schools.

• Critically examine the messages that formal and informal assessment 
practices communicate to students, parents and others about what and 
who is valued in an educational setting.

• Explore and analyse how students can be empowered and enabled 
through assessment pedagogies that foreground student ownership  
of learning.

• Examine and critique the contribution that digital technologies can make 
to advancing quality and equity in assessment.
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Inquiry Based
Practice  

Unit code: EDU6310
Unit coordinator: Dr Catherine Anne Ferguson

Unit description
 
This unit positions students as inquirers into their own professional practices. 
A variety of academic inquiry practices will be examined, together with 
observation and self-reflection techniques, as conduits to implement improved 
educational and leadership practices in the workplace.

Unit content

• Academic inquiry.
• Data gathering.
• Self-reflection.
• Observation techniques.

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Identify the characteristics of an effective academic inquirer.
• Demonstrate effective data gathering practices.
• Apply observation and self-reflection techniques to their own  

educational and leadership practices.
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Advanced Seminar  

Unit code: EDU6320
Unit coordinator: Dr Eileen Valerie Slater

Unit description
 
This unit is a compulsory unit in the Master of Education suite of units 
and explores educational research and how education theory relates to 
educational practice. The major themes are explored through academic 
readings, research presentations and related critical analysis. Completion of 
assignments related to the themes consolidates learning during the semester.

Unit content

• Students may examine education research through directed reading, 
coordinated lectures and seminars presented by visiting scholars, 
academic staff and postgraduate students. 

• The readings review elements of good research, and subsequent content 
will focus on contemporary issues at the international, national and local 
levels, research methodologies and reports of research. 

• All research analysis will allow for interaction, debate and inquiry.

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Illustrate active reflection, a consideration of related literature  
and/or identifiable positions or issue statements in relation to  
educational research.

• Consider and communicate the implications of educational research  
and findings for educational practice.

• Analyse and reflect on what is good educational research and 
contemporary issues in educational practice and/ or research.

• Analyse presentations, debates and readings related to  
educational research.
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Leading Early
Childhood Pedagogy
and Practice (0-8 years)  

Unit code: EPA6360
Unit coordinator: Associate Professor  
Lennie Barblett

Unit description
 
This unit examines leadership in early childhood settings and explores factors 
that impact on pedagogy and practice. Current research, evolving theories 
of leadership and early childhood pedagogy are critically analysed in order 
to re-conceptualise practice in light of changing pedagogy. Students 
demonstrate their ability to lead pedagogy and practice through action 
learning, ongoing professional learning and dialogue, reflective practice and 
relationship building. Theoretical knowledge is linked to practical experiences 
through research that relates to leadership, pedagogy and change.

Unit content

Module one—Building leadership capacity: 
• Knowledge of leadership, early childhood pedagogy and  

evidence-based research.
• Changes in early childhood pedagogy and their impact on practice. 
• Leading pedagogy within and beyond early childhood settings.

Module two—Reconceptualising practice in light of reforms:  
• Knowledge of reforms and the conceptual and behavioural positions of 

individuals towards change.
• Professional dialogue, critical analysis, reflection, self-assessment and 

action learning as tools for change.
• Leading pedagogy and practice in innovative ways that promote  

quality practices.

Module three—Leading early childhood pedagogy and practice  
through action learning: 
• Initiate pedagogical change in an early childhood context. 
• Leading change through dialogue, analysis, reflection and self-

assessment.
• Sustain and evaluate the impact of change.
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Leading Early
Childhood Pedagogy
and Practice (0-8 years)  

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Critique common educational leadership strategies and practices in the 
field in light of current evidence-based research. 

• Demonstrate knowledge of evidence-based research, evolving theories of 
leadership and early childhood pedagogy. 

• Reconceptualise practice in light of new reforms and changing pedagogy.
• Assess the effectiveness of their leadership role and its impact on early 

childhood pedagogy and practice. 
• Initiate and sustain change through action learning, ongoing professional 

learning and dialogue, reflective practice and relationship building.
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Leading Family and
Community in the
Early Years (0-8 years)  

Unit code: EPA6390
Unit coordinator: Associate Professor  
Lennie Barblett

Unit description
 
This unit examines current research on the nature of leadership, the role 
of integrated services and the importance of professional identity. It views 
leadership as encompassing both a pedagogical focus on young children 
and a sociological focus on family and the community. The unit explores 
the interconnectedness of services for children, families and communities 
and positive life trajectories. The theory is merged with practice as students 
demonstrate their capacity to lead change and build family and community 
capacity through action research, relationship building, communication, 
teamwork and self-reflection.

Unit content

Module one—Examining integrated services: 
• Models of integrated services: Building family and community capacity. 
• Integrated services: Child-focused, professionally informed, family and 

community driven.
• Leading integrated services—New possibilities, different challenges.

Module two—Leading, supporting and empowering families and communities:  
• Development of a sense of community in and beyond education and  

care settings.
• Shared vision, strategic directions, mentoring and networking. 
• Sustaining positive relationships through self-reflection, communication 

and teamwork.

Module three—Developing and sustaining leadership across  
learning communities: 
• Models of leadership—Leading in context with families and communities. 
• Community-based learning: Development of integrated teams and 

partnerships with the community.
• Advocating for the early childhood profession—Building a professional 

image and reputation.
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Leading Family and
Community in the
Early Years (0-8 years)  

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Lead and sustain change through action research, relationship building, 
communication, teamwork and self-reflection.

• Demonstrate knowledge of leadership, integrated services and the 
importance of professional identity.

• Reconceptualise leadership as both pedagogically and sociologically 
focused on children, family and community needs.

• Connect leadership within family and community contexts to promote 
positive outcomes for children.

• Critique common educational leadership strategies and practices in the 
field in light of current evidence-based research.
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Contemporary
Issues in Early
Childhood Education

Unit code: EPA6370
Unit coordinator: Dr Pauline Roberts

Unit description
 
This unit builds on international and national contemporary research and 
discussion on early childhood models of curriculum delivery, leadership, 
pedagogy and the sweeping policy and legislative reforms facing early 
childhood education in Australia. Early childhood education in Australia is in 
the process of unparalleled policy development and implementation with a 
national focus on positive outcomes for children, families and communities. 
Students will demonstrate knowledge of early childhood policy, legislation, 
leadership, pedagogy and curriculum delivery as they examine contemporary 
issues and respond to current reforms. They will examine perspectives of 
quality in early childhood services in varied early childhood settings and 
across curriculum models.

Unit content

Module one—Policy reform and contemporary issues in early childhood: 
• International and national early childhood policy and policy platform. 
• Multi-agency approaches to early childhood education. 
• Contemporary issues in policy implementation.

Module two—Perspectives of quality in early childhood:  
• Perspectives of quality in early childhood services. 
• Models of early childhood curriculum. 
• The National Quality Standard and quality assurance mechanisms.

Module three—Leading change in early childhood policy: 
• Early childhood leadership in policy engagement. 
• Change management in the implementation of early childhood policy. 
• Advocacy for quality in early childhood education.
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Contemporary
Issues in Early
Childhood Education  

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Explore international and national contemporary issues and outline their 
impact on early childhood education policy and curriculum formation  
and implementation.

• Critically analyse issues of quality in early childhood models of curriculum.
• Examine the impact of policies and legislative reforms on early  

childhood education.
• Evaluate the importance of leadership and evidence-based research  

in reconceptualising pedagogy and practice.
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Language and
Literacy in Early
Childhood

Unit code: EPA6380
Unit coordinator: Amelia Ruscoe

Unit description
 
This unit critically explores evidence-based research about teaching and 
learning language and literacy in contemporary early childhood contexts, with 
an emphasis on how practitioners can use this knowledge to lead change in 
education policy and practice. It identifies and analyses philosophical and 
pedagogical models of literacy teaching and learning in different contexts. 
Ways of analysing and responding to language and literacy learning are 
examined and used to develop effective learning environments and programs. 
Stakeholder views of early language and literacy, including those of the 
administrator, teacher, child and parent will be identified as a means of 
leading and sustaining change, particularly in relation to the rapidly changing 
early childhood landscape towards assessment driven curricula.

Unit content

Module one—Language and literacy learning in the 21st century: 
• Perspectives on the nature and processes of early language and literacy 

learning, including multi-literacies and critical literacies.
• Teaching and learning language and literacy in pre-school settings  

and schools.
• Differentiating the language and literacy curriculum.
• Learning environments, interactions across a range of modes and  

digital settings.

Module two—Identifying, analysing and responding to language
and literacy learning and teaching:  
• Assessing children’s knowledge, understanding and use of language and 

literacy in rapidly changing cultural and technological contexts.
• Critiquing the purpose and outcomes of a range of assessment tools  

and practices.
• Using assessment data to inform policy and practice.
• Exploring the efficacy of early language and literacy interventions.

Module three—Leading change in language and literacy: 
• Ways of working collaboratively with colleagues and families across 

settings to develop continuity and coherence.
• Leading debate on effective early language and literacy learning.
• Developing a multi-agency approach to supporting families and 

educators’ work towards enhancing language and literacy outcomes  
for children.
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Language and 
Literacy in Early 
Childhood

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Create and utilise contextually determined language and literacy 
assessments to inform program planning, outcomes and reporting.

• Design and justify effective pedagogies and programs for language and 
literacy learning within a differentiated curriculum.

• Analyse and evaluate evidence-based research about the nature of early 
language and literacy learning in the context of families, cultures and 
educational settings.

• Lead language and literacy learning within and across specific contexts to 
develop enhanced outcomes for children and build leadership capacity.
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Leading Under  
Challenging  
Circumstances 

Unit code: EPA6355
Unit coordinator: Dr Michelle Striepe

Unit description
 
This unit focuses on understanding how educational leadership is enacted 
under challenging circumstances. In this unit students will explore and 
evaluate the ideas of challenging circumstances and context as it applies to 
educational organisations. Additionally, students will acquire an understanding 
of the body of work on leading under challenging circumstances. Students 
will investigate, analyse and synthesise the theory and empirical research 
on this topic. Students will apply their knowledge in an investigation of an 
organisation facing challenging circumstances and develop a plan which 
describes how leadership could be used to manage or deal with  
the organisation’s particular challenging circumstances. 

Unit content

Module one—Understanding context and challenging circumstances: 
• Investigate how context has been conceptualised by scholars.
• Examine how challenging circumstances have been discussed within  

the literature.
• Appraise the two key concepts in relation to real-life examples.

Module two—Understanding educational leadership under challenging 
circumstances: theories, models and strategies:  
• Understand how models, strategies and approaches have been used  

in schools facing challenging circumstances.
• Analyse how leadership can be approached differently because of 

challenging circumstances.
• Identify how particular models, strategies and approaches can be 

effective for leading under challenging circumstances.

Module three—Deep dives into schools facing challenging circumstances:
• Build an understanding of challenging circumstances and how  

they can be caused by past performance, location, socio-economic 
status and internal and/or external conditions. 

• Analyse the influence of context on schools facing  
challenging circumstances.

• Identify and reflect on how leadership can be used to  
overcome challenges.
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Leading Under  
Challenging  
Circumstances 

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Apply knowledge and skills in a manner that demonstrates autonomy and 
expert judgement as a learner and practitioner.

• Analyse complex problems to generate creative solutions for leading 
under challenging circumstances.

• Critically analyse and apply educational leadership theories and  
related key concepts to a range of educational organisations facing 
challenging circumstances.

• Apply an advanced and integrated understanding of the body of 
knowledge on leading under challenging circumstances.
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Leading for
Improvement

Unit code: EPA6320
Unit coordinator: Lee Jane Beatty

Unit description
 
This unit focuses on how educational leaders contribute to and manage the 
process of continuous improvement in a climate of political, economic and 
pedagogical change. It examines the importance of instructional leadership 
and change management in building a learning culture.

Unit content

Module one—Leadership for school improvement: 
• Defining leadership and examining leadership models.
• Defining and critiquing school improvement frameworks.
• Contextualised improvement planning.

Module two—Data led planning and culture building:  
• School improvement measurements.
• Identifying, collecting, interpreting, reporting, and applying relevant data.

Module three—Initiating and sustaining change processes: 
• Initiating improvement measures.
• Leading change processes.
• Sustaining change over time in a school community.

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Critique common educational leadership strategies in the field in light  
of current evidence-based research.

• Design and develop strategies for initiating and leading sustained 
organisational change.

• Critically discuss instructional and program leadership.
• Analyse the role of data collection and analysis in planning  

for improvement.
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Leading Staff

Unit code: EPA6330
Unit coordinator: Associate Professor  
Andrew Jones

Unit description
 
This unit considers the importance of building staff capacity through 
professional learning and ethical decision making in a highly competitive 
labour market and a climate of increased public accountability. The 
unit examines the importance of staff selection, professional standards, 
ethical behaviour and the management of conflict within the context of 
organisational improvement.

Unit content

Module one—Building staff capacity: 
• Staff selection.
• Induction.
• Mentoring.
• Performance management. 

Module two—Teacher professional learning:  
• Professional learning models.
• Professional standards.
• Reflective practitioners.

Module three—Ethical decision-making: 
• Attributes of an ethical leader.
• Codes of behaviour: ethics and conduct.
• Managing professional misconduct.
• Conflict resolution.
• Managing industrial issues.

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Critique common educational leadership strategies and practices in  
the field in light of current evidence-based research.

• Analyse and manage staff behaviour within an ethical  
decision-making framework.

• Critically discuss the importance of staff selection and support when 
leading school improvement.

• Design and develop professional development models suitable for both 
individual and whole-of-school needs.
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Leading Community
Engagement

Unit code: EPA6340
Unit coordinator: Dr Michelle Striepe

Unit description
 
This unit examines the role educational leaders play in building coalitions 
with parent and community groups, the promotion of diversity and social 
inclusion in community engagement and reputation management. The unit 
focuses on strategic approaches to the role of educational community interest 
groups, learning communities and the development and maintenance of an 
educational institution’s image.

Unit content

• Module one—Educational institutions working effectively with their internal 
school community groups.

• Module two—Educational institutions building partnerships with external 
community groups and other training providers.

• Module three—Establishing, maintaining and enhancing an educational 
institution’s image and reputation. 

Learning outcomes

On completion of this unit, students should be able to:

• Analyse the role of partnerships that other education and  
training providers play in building community perception of  
an educational institution.

• Critique common educational leadership strategies and practices  
in the field in light of current evidence-based research.

• Design and develop strategies to actively engage the community  
in the agenda of the educational institution.

• Critically discuss the importance of adopting a strategic approach to 
building and maintaining an educational institution’s reputation and 
image within the host community.
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How to apply
To find out about your eligibility for this course and to apply, contact a
Student Enrolment Advisor on 1300 707 760.

Have questions?
Book a quick 15-minute chat with a Student Enrolment Advisor.

Information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of printing, March 2022, and may be subject to change. 
CRICOS Provider Code: 00279B 

Apply online

Schedule a call

https://studyonline.ecu.edu.au/apply
https://live.vcita.com/site/5k1jt1f9uww5rd33/online-scheduling?service=28yfe2nmqtp9l21x&s=brochure

